RENTALS

BRAND IS KEY
Radtrax has been built from the ground
up taking sponsors and branding into
account by providing great exposure
for advertising banners as well as flag
options on track.

With branding placed directly on the
product it creates a great synergy for
sponsors, participants, the public and
the target market similar to ball sports
taking place in enclosed arena. Great
for brand activation, shopping mall
activations, kids parties, sport events
and festivals.

Perfect platform for competitive events
and recreational riders to attract
greater numbers at festivals or sporting
events. A great training tool for rider
development programs, coaches can
eliminate bad habits within the first few
weeks of riding reducing injuries and
developing superior technical skills.

PARKITECT
Parkitect surface is a mix of a special custom laminate treated to withstand
weather extremes with a grippy surface that allows riders excellent traction
and flow.

the track in a snap with little effort required and no major labor required. This
means the track stays fresh and exciting compared to the cost of breaking
down sand or concrete tracks.

Multiple configurations of the advanced track allows event managers, parks,
resorts, adventure zones and training clubs the opportunity to reconfigure

Our modular track is a fraction of the cost of a total traditional rebuild. Tracks
are designed for rapid erection and dismantling in a few hours.

PUMPTRACKS
Pumptracks are not jump tracks and it invites users of all skill levels from
mountain bikers, BMX riders, push scooter users and skateboarders.
Pumptrack events get ongoing exposure long after the event has finished on
social media and allow the public direct participation with the users during
competitions and during general use.
Rental of the track includes:
- the track with signature tent
- pits protection area with pro-push scooters for the tiny-tots, BMX,

26 inch and 24 inch bikes as well as compulsory protection for all users
including helmets, knee, elbow protection and gloves.
Our staff are trained to fit users helmets and kit to the appropriate size and
monitor the use of the track according to age, user type and skill level of
participants at all times so that there is no frustration on track.
Liability disclaimers are standard for everyone on track and no kids are
allowed on track without a signature by their parent or guardian.

PUMPTRACKS
Tracks available for rental 2018

Small 2018 model
(SpeedRing)

Medium 2018 model
(Quadragon Extended)

Prices start at:
R26,500

Prices start at:
R32,500

Large 2018 model
(WorldCup)

Mega 2018 model
(Grand Prix)

Prices start at:
R45,000

Prices start at:
R75,000

GET IN TOUCH WITH ONE OF OUR CONSULTANTS
PAUL: +27 (82) 655 5754 or CHAD: +27 (61) 497 2945
87 Sir Lowry Road, Woodstock, Cape Town, 8001, South Africa

info@radtrax.co.za

www.radtrax.co.za

